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Tools for Tots: Sensory Strategies for Toddlers and Preschoolers™ book 

Designed to offer practical sensory options to improve the ability of toddlers and preschoolers to function in their 
environments at home, in child care centers and in school. A variety of sensory ‘buffet’ activities and 
environmental strategies are offered in a very user friendly format, highlighting the different sensory ‘tools’. 
Topics include Picky Eater Tidbits, Tooth Brush Tamers, Potty Pleasers, Hair Care, Nail Nippers, Tubby Time 
Tips, Beddie Bye Bliss, and more! Learn how to promote engagement and help Touchy Tots, Sensitive Ears, Busy 
Bees, Fumbling Tots, Tippy Toe Tots, and Spirited Tots get along, and what to do to get your tot the help he needs. 
 

Tools for Tots is a great addition to Henry OT Services’ easy to use sensory ‘tools’  

materials acclaimed by therapists, educators, child care providers, and parents.         $16.95 x ____ = $_______ 

Tools for Tots: Sensory Strategies for Toddlers and Preschoolers-Companion CD ™  
 

This companion CD has been created to compliment the Tools for Tots: Sensory Strategies for Toddlers and 
Preschoolers™ book published in 2007. LICENSING AGREEMENT APPLIES 
 

The Tools for Tots Companion CD contains interior pages (except References and Resources) from the book in a 
PDF format which can be copied for use by those wishing to share the information within the Tools for Tots book. 
Purchasers of the CD will be able to make copies of one page or multiple pages / topics that are included in the 
book. This CD will provide therapists, pediatricians, parents, caregivers, daycare providers, educators, social 

workers, etc. an opportunity to introduce sensory strategies for toddlers to others.     $39.00 x ____ = $_______ 

Tools for Tots Set… Includes both the Tools for Tots: Sensory Strategies for Toddlers and 

Preschoolers™ book and the Tools for Tots Companion CD ™                $49.00 x ____ = $_______ 
SAVE $6.95  

by purchasing 
the Tots Set 

Henry Occupational Therapy 

Tools for Parents™  handbook … A handbook to bring Sensory Integration into the home                
 

Based on parent surveys and the successful Tools For Parents program, a handbook of TOOLS for parents, 
caretakers, therapists, children and their teachers.  
You’ll find the following topics and more … Parent Sensory Tools Survey * Your Child’s Sensory Needs * 
Challenging Behaviors * Getting Ready * The Homework Place * Can't Sit Still * Scissors, Pencils & Computers 
* Playgrounds and Parks * Seeing * Holiday Helpers * Heavy Jobs * Making Friends.                                                                                  
Emphasizing SENSORY INTEGRATION, this companion to the Tools for Teachers ™ and the Tools for 
Students ™ DVDs reinforces the Tool Chest ™ handbook activities used by the teachers and therapists in the 
classrooms. Collaboration is easy between home and school.                                   $15.95 x ____ = $_______ 

A user-friendly guide filled with sensory-based strategies to help promote optimal development in infants up to 
one year old. The sensory-based strategies in this book are designed to help infants feel “sensory-safe” in their 
daily activities and routines. These strategies stem from sensory integration and sensory processing principles. 
They can be used by parents, adult family members, caregivers, day care workers, early intervention providers, 

therapists, pediatricians and other professionals who care for infants.                         $18.95 x ____ = $_______ 

Tools for Infants: Sensory-Based Strategies for Parents, Caregivers,  
and Early Intervention Providers™ 



Tool Chest: For Teachers, Parents and Students™  handbook      
also available in Spanish, French, German, and Portuguese 
 

This illustrated handbook is a perfect companion for both DVDs, easy to use in the classroom and at home. It 
contains the same 26 activities found in the Tools for Students ™ DVD, explains their objectives, the how-to, 
and the supplies needed. Results have been spectacular and most of all, they lead to satisfaction for the children, 
increased productivity, a calmer classroom and greater understanding of sensory needs by all. 

$15.95 x ____ = $_______ 

Tools for Students™ Activities to Enhance Sensory Processing                  
This DVD begins with a brief (five-minute) introduction; including teachers participating in the SI Tool Kit™ 
workshop and some recaps the first Tools for Teachers™ DVD. Next, a two-minute segment begins with Diana 
Henry speaking to students. She reveals what brains and bodies are all about, with descriptive visuals and humor. 
This sets the stage for helping students connect the two, in the 26 exercises that follow which are from the Tool 

Chest ™  handbook.                DVD $24.95 x ____ = $_______ 

Tool Chest Set — Includes the Tools for Students DVD 

                 PLUS Tool Chest handbook            $35.00 x ____ = $______ 
SAVE $5.90 

by purchasing 
the Tool Chest 

Set 
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Sensory Tools for Pets: Animals and People Helping Each Other ™   
 

The book is comprised of stories and photos from therapists and parents. 
 

• Animal assisted therapy stories about animals helping children (including some with autism) and adults 
who have sensory processing issues. 

• Animals with sensory processing issues and simple techniques people have used to help them. 

                                                                          (Reg. Price $14.95)         Special $10.00 x ____ = $_______ 

Animals are 
therapists too! 

                       

TM 

Henry Occupational Therapy 

SI Tools for Teens: Strategies to Promote Sensory Processing ™  handbook 
This handbook highlights Sensory Integration and Sensory Processing for teens, their parents, teachers and 
therapists. Topics include understanding the teen brain, the sleepy teen, thrill seeking, and teen spaces. Healthy 
age-appropriate alternatives include movement, muscle, ear and eye tools. The Teen Sensory Tool Survey 
provides teens with the opportunity to share their sensory preferences and needs with their parents, teachers, and 
therapists. Promotes collaboration using a sensory integrative framework.                $15.95x ____ = $_______  

Teen Sensory Tools: A teen’s insight about her sensory processing issues™  
This DVD is an interview of a teen sharing her thoughts about her sensory integration, sensory processing issues 
as well as being diagnosed with Asperger syndrome, ADHD, and behavioral disorders. It also includes 
information about sensory tools programs. Total time: 22 minutes. 
On the DVD are several pages from the Tools for Teens: Strategies to Promote Sensory Processing™ handbook. 
These include the cover, Table of Contents, Who can use the SI Tools for Teens, Instructions for the Teen 
Sensory Tools Survey, Teen Sensory Tools Survey, The Teen Brain (pg 8),  and Movements Tools (pg 25). PDF 

format.  LICENSING AGREEMENT APPLIES          $14.95 x ____ = $_______ 

SAVE $3.90 
by purchasing 
the Teen Tools 

Set 

Teen Tools Set — Includes the Teen Sensory Tools DVD 

            PLUS SI Tools for Teens handbook     $27.00 x ____ = $______ 



SHIP  TO:                Please PRINT clearly 
 

Name ________________________________ 
 

Company _____________________________ 
 

Street ________________________________ 
 

City _________________________________ 
 

State/Province   ___________ Zip ________ 
 

Country ___________________________ 
 

Phone (_____) _________________________ 
 

Email ________________________________ 

Subtotal                          $________                         
     Arizona residents add 
                8.5% sales tax  $________         

 

Shipping charges           $________ 
 

TOTAL              $__________ 

To Place An Order by mail 
Mail to:                                                           
Henry OT Services                                         
4000 Pipit Place 
Flagstaff, AZ  86004                                   email: rick@henryot.com 

 

PAYMENT  
        

All monies to be paid in US FUNDS 
NOTE: Checks accepted only from USA banks  

Money Order □ Check □  Payable to: Henry OT Services 
*********** 

Minimum $50.00 order for Purchase Orders (PO) from USA schools/
organizations accepted with prior approval from our office.   
—————————————————————————————- 
Credit Cards accepted through our website [order page] 

 

www.ateachabout.com 
 

View materials, place an order, read articles, checkout links, 
request information about sponsoring a workshop Pg 3 

Shipping & handling charges 
Continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico  

48 Contiguous States    
$7.50 (0 to $20.00 purchase)           $8.50 ($21 to $40.00 purchase) 
$9.50 ($41 to $75.00 purchase)     $11.00 ($60 to $100.00 purchase) 

Over $100.00 add 10% to cover shipping & handling 
 

Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico  Add 15% of Subtotal (minimum $10.00) 
***************************** 

NOTE: Checks accepted only from USA banks  
 

*International Customers MUST Email / Call for a Shipping Quote* 
_______________________________________________________ 

Orders to Canada (minimum $12.00 or amount to cover our cost) 
Prices in U.S. dollars and do not include  

VAT, customs, duties or taxes  

Discounts available for bulk sales to 
schools and organizations 

All prices subject to change without notice  

Tools for Tots: Sensory Strategies for Toddlers and Preschoolers™ book                                                  $16.95 x ____ = $_______ 

Tools for Tots: Sensory Strategies for Toddlers and Preschoolers-Companion CD ™                               $39.00 x ____ = $_______ 

Tools for Tots Set… Includes both the Tools for Tots: Sensory Strategies for Toddlers and 

Preschoolers™ book and the Tools for Tots Companion CD ™               $49.00 x ____ = $_______ 

SAVE $6.95  
by purchasing the 

Tots Set 

Order form — copy your order onto this page and mail/email to Henry OT Services  Mar2018 

Henry Occupational Therapy 

Tool Chest Set— Includes the Tools for Students DVD  -   
                                    PLUS Tool Chest handbook                                  $35.00 x ____ = $_______ 

Tools for Parents™  handbook … A handbook to bring Sensory Integration into the home                 $15.95 x ____ = $_______ 

Sensory Tools for Pets: Animals and People Helping Each Other ™ book (Reg. Price $14.95)                $10.00 x ____ = $_______ 

SAVE $5.90 
by purchasing the 

Tool Chest Set 

√ Check requested language: English____  Spanish____  French____  German____  Portuguese____  

Tools for Infants: Sensory-Based Strategies for Parents, Caregivers,   
and Early Intervention Providers™ book                                                          $18.95 x ____ = $_______ 

SAVE $3.90 by 
purchasing the 
Teen Tools Set 

Teen Tools Set — Includes the Teen Sensory Tools DVD 

            PLUS SI Tools for Teens handbook                        $27.00 x ____ = $_______ 

Teen Sensory Tools: A teen’s insight about her sensory processing issues™ DVD                                   $14.95 x ____ = $_______ 

SI Tools for Teens: Strategies to Promote Sensory Processing ™   handbook                                            $15.95 x ____ = $_______ 

Tools for Students™ Activities to Enhance Sensory Processing DVD                                                       $24.95 x ____ = $_______  

Tool Chest: For Teachers, Parents and Students™  handbook                                                                    $15.95 x ____ = $_______ 


